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Status

• -01 version posted Oct. 30.
  – -00 version synchronized with ANIMA BRISKI -07 draft.
  – -01 version synchronized with ANIMA BRISKI -09, which is almost in WGLC.
    • Document is almost feature complete. Old text is in appendix, which is shrinking.
• Includes CBOR/CWT based voucher format using -ietf-core-yang-cbor/
  – Uses experimental SID values (draft-ietf-core-sid). Hope that this document will progress soon.
• Assumes underlying security provided by one of DTLS, OSCORE and/or EDHOC.
• Charter milestone update says done in October 2018, hope to beat that.
Issues

• Many dependencies in other groups: CORE, ACE, and two not yet adopted anywhere.
• Few reviewers/contributors so far
  – But primary author making good progress.
•